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Model of the evolution of MS

Compston A, Coles A. Lancet. 2002;359:1221-1231.
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Chances & Challenges – Heterogeneity of MS
MRI „phenotypes“ of patients after a 
first clinical episode suggestive of MS
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Monitoring „natural“ disease course

Judging treatment effect / response

Detecting “side effects“ of treatment

 What can/should we monitor?

 In what manner?

 How frequently?

N de Stefano
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MRI protocols for disease monitoring should be identical 
with MRI scans for diagnostic purposes.

Brain MRI is the modality of choice for MS disease 
monitoring.
• Contrast-enhanced T1-weighed sequences: acute inflammation

• FLAIR/T2-weighted sequences: clinically silent disease 
progression (e.g., active T2 lesions) 

The recommended frequency of serial MRI during disease 
monitoring is strongly related to the specific clinical setting 
(e.g., treatment efficacy, drug safety). 

 In contrast to diagnosis, spinal cord MRI is not 
recommended for disease monitoring on a regular basis.

General recommendations
for MS disease monitoring
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C–F: ACTIVE LESION:
C: Active demyelinating lesion     
evidenced by particles positive for 
myelin proteolipid protein within 
macrophages 
D: Sea of macrophages 
E: Reactive astrocytes (white 
arrows) and axonal swellings 
(green arrow)
F: Perivascular inflammation

G,H: CHRONIC ACTIVE LESION:
G: Active macrophages at plaque 
edge 
H: Iron map of area boxed in G: 
most iron within macrophages 

Lancet Neurol 2012; 11: 349–60



Contrast enhancing lesion 
on T1-weighted scan:

Inflammation / active lesion

Gd enhanced MRI indicates break down of BBB
Active lesions enhance for 2 – 6 weeks
Modification of enhancement by

– dosage of and delay after contrast material application
– Imaging parameters
– Steroid treatment

Outcome variables
– Active scans
– Number of contrast-enhancing lesions / scan or cumulative

Gadolinium-diethylenetriamine 
pentaacetic acid (Gd-DTPA)

8 unpaired electrons in outer layer 
strongly paramagnetic, toxic (chelate) 

shortening of T1- and T2
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Distribution of new ELs 
according to enhancement 
duration: non-gaussian, 
skewed toward enhanc. ≤ 2 
weeks (dark gray: 21 lesions 
potentially affected by corticotherapy, 
light gray: 92 natural history lesions)

One year, 26 RRMS, weekly 
MRI for 8 weeks, e.o.w. for 16 
weeks, monthly thereafter:
quantitative analysis of each 
new EL (n 113) during first 6 
weeks

Average duration of
enhancement: 3.07 weeks
(median: 2 weeks)

Persistence related to
max. enhanced volume and 
initial growth in enhancement
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Serial MRI after MP (31 courses)
13 patients with definite MS
Gd-enhanced MRI before and after MP, then monthly
609 active lesions on 195 examinations 
Directly after treatment 78% reduction in number of EL
No beneficial effect on rate of disappearance of related 

T2-abnormalities. 
MP effect temporary (on average 9.7 weeks)



New lesion formation
(enlarging lesions)

Occurrence of new (focal) T2 lesions is consistent with new 
areas of MS related tissue damage

Modifications by
– Imaging parameters (sequence, slice thickness, etc.)

Outcome variables
– Number of new T2 lesions
– Number of enlarging T2 lesions

Number of newly active lesions 
(new and enlarging T2 and new contrast enhancing lesions)
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Serial MRI: identical protocol and 
repositioning are essential

 The shaded portions represent 
discrete areas of enhancement 
at the lesion border, and the lines 
represent possible MRI scan 
sections originating from different 
angulations. 

 D indicates the displacement 
resulting from the repositioning 
error in a follow-up scan. 

 Thus, the following results would 
be obtained: 

 Line AB: Baseline scan, one 
lesion 

 line AC: 3 lesions, one of which 
enhances 

 line AE: 3 lesions, the first being 
new or a confluence, the second 
being an enlargement of a 
previous one, the third being 
new; the previously enhanced 
lesion disappeared

Goodkin DE, Vanderburg-Medendorp S, Ross J. Arch Neurol. 1993 Jun;50(6):569-71



Serial MRI obtained in a patient with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis. 

Proton-density (PD)-weighted MR images obtained at baseline (A), and one (B), two 
(C), and three (D) years after. Please note the disease progression with new and 
enlarging focal lesions over time.

Wattjes M. et al. Nat Rev Neurol. 2015 Sep 15. doi: 10.1038/nrneurol.2015.157. [Epub ahead of print]
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Example of subtraction MRI in a patient with relapsing-remitting MS.
FLAIR T2-weighted images at year 0 (y0) (A) and at year 1 (y1) (B), and 
subtracted images (y1-y0) (C). 
The arrows indicate the new and enlarging lesions (C). 

Subtraction analysis of repeated MRI 
to identify new / enlarging lesions

Wattjes M. et al. Nat Rev Neurol. 2015 Sep 15. doi: 10.1038/nrneurol.2015.157. [Epub ahead of print]
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Monitoring „natural history“ of MS

Which situations?
– Radiologically isolated syndrome (RIS)
– Clinically isolated syndrome (CIS)
– MS without disease modifying treatment

Which MRI parameters?
– Gadolinium-enhancing lesions
– New T2-lesions

When?
– One repeated MRI 6-12 months after initial work-up
– Further scans depending on clinical situation / symptoms



 Follow-up brain imaging after 3-6 months is 
recommended in CIS patients with an abnormal baseline 
MRI, not fulfilling the 2010 McDonald diagnostic criteria.

 If not conclusive, a third brain MR scan might be 
acquired 6-12 months later.

 In RIS subjects, a follow-up brain MR after 3-6 months is 
also recommended. 

 Spinal cord follow-up MR imaging in CIS patients in 
order to demonstrate DIS and DIT has limited value and 
should not be routinely performed. 

Following-up
the „natural course“
of disease
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Judging treatment efficacy

 In which patients and when?
– Clinical suspicion of treatment failure / inadequate 

response
– Routinely after the first year of treatment?

Which MRI parameters to consider?
– Gadolinium-enhancing lesions
– New T2-lesions
– Atrophy estimation not yet ready for clinical use!



Outcome variables
Definition of inadequate treatment response during 24 
months of follow-up
 Presence of relapses
 Disease progression (increase EDSS ≥ 1 for ≥ 6 months)



Predictor variables
R+ = ≥ 1 relapse within first year

P+ = increase of ≥ 1 EDSS point within first year
MRI+ = > 2 active lesions (new or enlarging T2 or Gd+ lesions)



Different MR criteria proposed for predicting treatment response based 
on observational studies

Wattjes M. et al. Nat Rev Neurol. 2015 Sep 15. doi: 10.1038/nrneurol.2015.157. [Epub ahead of print]



Model of the evolution of MS

Compston A, Coles A. Lancet. 2002;359:1221-1231.
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Increased vigilance vs. premature conclusions drawn from MRI



• Strong interindividual variability of brain volume and volume changes

• Multiple factors affecting brain volume (Noxa, hydration, drugs, etc.)

• Variability of estimation dependent on MRI technique and analysis

• Brain volume ≠ brain atrophy

Problems regarding individual assessment of „atrophy“

Evolution of brain volume over 6 years in RR-MS patient



 Routine follow-up brain MRI, including T2-weighted and 
contrast-enhanced T1-weighted sequences, recommended 
6-12 months after the onset of treatment effect. 

 New T2 lesions count requires high quality comparable 
MRI scans and interpretation by highly qualified individuals. 

 There is still not enough data supporting the use of brain 
volume changes for predicting treatment response in 
individual patients. 

Follow-up MRI for
monitoring treatment
effects in MS

Wattjes M. et al. Nat Rev Neurol. 2015 Sep 15. doi: 10.1038/nrneurol.2015.157. [Epub ahead of print]



 Important findings are: 

 opportunistic infections (e.g., PML, herpes infection)

 unexpected disease activity including paradoxical 
reactions (e.g., tumefactive demyelination)

 comorbidities (e.g., vascular, neoplastic)

 MRI protocol and frequency of imaging strongly depend 
on the specific drug and the patients risk profile (e.g., 
treatment duration, serostatus for JCV, previous 
treatment with other immunosuppressive drugs).

 T2-weighted, FLAIR and diffusion weighted images are 
useful screening sequences for PML lesion detection.

MRI in the detection of treatment 
related adverse effects

Wattjes M. et al. Nat Rev Neurol. 2015 Sep 15. doi: 10.1038/nrneurol.2015.157. [Epub ahead of print]
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MRI „phenotyping“ of MS
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Lublin new definitions
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Conclusions

 Besides its merits in diagnosing MS, MRI is helpful in the 
assessment of the clinical course of the disease. 

 „Routine“ MRI controls without exact clinical motivation and 
indication are not justified.

 Akquisition and interpretation of MRI data have to follow high 
quality standards

MRI may provide pertinent ancillary information in these situations:
– Disease activity after first clinical manifestation / diagnosis without 

disease modifying treatment
– Identifying inadequate treatment response / treatment failure
– Unclear clinical evolution (e.g. relapses yes / no; progression?)
– Monitoring of potential adverse treatment-related side effects
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